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Rowan Sutherland was born in Zimbabwe. His family moved to
the beautiful coastal town of Durban, South Africa, where he
received his formative education. He earned his B.A. !English
& Theatre" at the University of Natal, Durban.
He is an MA student !CSUN screenwriting program" and is also
currently an instructor at CSUN in the CTVA department.
High on his list of priorities these days is an animated short
#lm entitled Talitha and the Gnome , which he is producing as
a prospective pilot for a children$s television series.
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Code Name Caliph
Adapted from the novel Wild Justice by Wilbur Smith
Current day. Four hundred passengers enjoy the hospitality on
board a Boeing 747, en route from the Seychelles to South
Africa. On the orders of a diabolically clever terrorist, code%
named &Caliph', the plane is hijacked. Leader of the hijackers
is a beautiful blonde woman, Ingrid, who ruthlessly sets #rm
deadlines for the execution of passengers.
Major General Peter Stride is commander of a secret anti%
terrorist organization, &Atlas'. It becomes Stride$s task to free
the hostages, and later, to destroy Caliph. During negotiations
for the release of the hostages, Peter$s wife is executed in cold
blood. A short while later, he is driven to the brink of insanity
by the kidnapping of his teenage daughter. Now Stride has to
contend, not only with his deadly enemy, but with his own
maniacal behavior.
Against a backdrop of international terrorism, Peter Stride
must face his demons, and either conquer those demons or die
in the attempt.
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Cast

Je! Shevlowitz
Paul Russell Laverack
Patric V. McGinnis
Je! managed to graduate with a Bachelor"s Degree by his 49th
birthday. Two previous screenplays have consistently placed in
quarter#$nals of a variety of screenplay contests. He recently
completed the book %Sagacity& with Dr. Max Fuhrmann, a
series of inspirational stories of elderly individuals. He is
proudest of his book %Abiding Hope& that he wrote for
Holocaust survivor Ben Samuelson. He has since adapted the
book into a screenplay.

Jeffrey Nichols
Heather Ramsey
Aram Rappaport

Petrall: Just Add Water
Chemist Sheri Bronan manages to discover the Holy Grail of
chemistry: Turning water into pure, high#quality gasoline. She
and her brother market the fuel to friends, spreading the news
by word#of#mouth. It still takes very little time before they
come under the scrutiny of Patrick Dinsworth, the owner of
Mammoth Oil, who will do anything to get that formula.
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Jenna Bordelon
Natalie Cole
Gregory Cypin
Tyrone Davis
Issac Diaz
Grace Dowling
Rachel Espiritu
Mikola Fuller
Sean R. Hill

Frank Taylor

Born, Frank Arnott St.Aubyn Taylor, on the Caribbean island of Barbados
to a store!attendant mother and policeman father. He is the third of four
o"spring.
A leisurely stroll through the dim and dusty corridors of the world!
renown Strand#s Bookstore in Manhattan brought his attention to a
couple of well!used books that chronicle the exodus of the Beta Israel
$Falasha% tribe from Ethiopia into Israel. The more research he collected,
the more daunting the task seemed.
Summer 2005, Frank packed his car with the bare necessities, said good!
bye to family and friends, and began a cross!country trek towards
California.
Today, thanks to CTVA#s faculty, facilities; warm and caring generosity
from family and friends, and encouragement from colleagues & a
necessary step into bringing to light that directorial vision 'rst wrought
in New York City nearly a decade prior & is at a satisfactory stage. Bosom
of Abraham is yet a work!in!progress that provides the necessary
preliminary sketches before attempts to paint $elucidate% an
unquestionably great idea.

Bosom of Abraham
It is the summer of 1984 and Judith Levine leaves family and friends in
Bensonhurst, Brooklyn for post graduate research at Addis Ababa
University in Ethiopia. It#s not long after her arrival that the Soviet!
inspired military coup which topples Emperor Haile Selassie#s regime
begins and ushers in a period of brutality, social deprivation and ruthless
oppression.
Soon, the American idealist in Judith gets the better of her and forces her
to confront a band of army thugs in the University museum. This act of
bravery land her in jail and there she meets a beaten and severely!
battered Mikael Gebre Avram & the Mossad!trained, CIA!supported
leader of Operation Moses, the clandestine mission to rescue Ethiopian
Jews and transport them to their ancestral home, Israel.
One thing leads to another and Judith soon 'nds herself headlong in love
with Mikael & but he already has his Ethiopian family. More importantly,
she discovers Mikael#s true interest, albeit too late to save him from the
cruel clutches of Colonel Harare & a monster in human form.

Matthew Scarsbrook

Matthew was born in Vancouver, Canada, but spent the
majority of his childhood living in England where he
absorbed the country!s rich culture and history. To date,
this has been an important in"uence on his work.
In 2004, he earned a BA #1st Class$ in Philosophy from the
University of British Columbia, and he is now an MA
screenwriting student in his %nal semester. Matthew has
also recently adapted &Exit Marlowe!, his showcase script
from last year, into a novel. He plans a career as both a
novelist and screenwriter/director in Hollywood and is
currently seeking an agent.

Nelson
1797: Napoleonic Europe. As warfare ravages both land and
sea, Horatio Nelson, a British Royal Navy o'cer, %ghts
daring sea(battles in the hope of achieving everlasting glory.
Yet when he docks at the exotic Kingdom of Naples and
meets the beautiful, talented Emma Hart, he begins a
tempestuous love a)air that dramatically changes his life…
Now torn between his devotion to Emma and his duties as
an o'cer, Nelson struggles against all the obstacles that
fame, scandal, and war can throw in his path. However,
when the French and Spanish suddenly prepare a &super"eet!
to invade England, he faces the most di'cult decision of his
life: should he stay at home with Emma and let England risk
the dangers of invasion; or should he %ght one last battle
and risk his own death?
The fate of an entire nation depends upon his choice.

Joelle Gar!nkle

A native to Southern California, Joelle Gar!nkel was born in
1985 to Arnie and Bonnie Gar!nkel. She earned her B.A. in
screenwriting in December 2006, from California State
University, Northridge. While in school, she interned at Tollin/
Robbins Productions and The Mark Gordon Company.
Since graduating, Joelle has worked in Post"Production for the
shows, #What About Brian$ and #The Dead Zone$. She hopes
that working in this arena will help her see the process of the
script going to the screen. Joelle wants to thank her parents,
family, and #the group$ for their undying support.

Psychotherapy
Dr. Miles Percey is a leading psychologist who can treat all his
patients with the greatest of ease. But, when an extreme
hypochondriac, Len, seeks treatment, Miles%s life takes a turn
for the worse. It%s only when Miles discovers that Len is his
split"personality that he will have to search deep inside and save
the ones he loves before it%s too late.

